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A snapshot of Australian aviation

2.4% Annual average growth in the # of O-D passenger journeys per year to, from or within Australia
(Source: IATA/TE)

668,000 Aviation supported 668,000 Australian jobs in 2016 (Sources: IATA, Oxford Economics)

US$62 billion in 2016 aviation contribution to Australian GDP (Sources: IATA, Oxford Economics)

94 million in 2017 Passengers flew to, from, or within Australia in 2017 (Source: IATA)

150+ million by 2037 Over 150 million passenger journeys per year to, from and within Australia by 2037
(Source: IATA/TE)

7th Australia is the seventh largest domestic passenger market in the world (Source: IATA)

2nd Sydney-Melbourne (SYD-MEL) is the world’s second busiest domestic route (Source: IATA WATS)

705 Airport pairs operated within Australia (Source: SRS Analyser)

187 International airport pairs in 2017 (Source: SRS Analyser)

- IATA’s 74th Annual General Meeting will be held next week in Sydney. Australia is well known for its iconic beaches, unique wildlife and generally laid-back lifestyle, but perhaps less appreciated is the critical role air transport plays in connecting rural and remote parts of the country, as well as linking the island continent with the rest of the world.
- Today’s chart provides a snapshot of our industry ‘Down Under’.
- For those participating in next week’s event, we wish you all safe travel and a useful and productive meeting. For those unable to attend, you can keep up to date by following #IATAAGM on Twitter.